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Marmaduke An all-star cast, including Owen Wilson, George Lopez, Kiefer
Sutherland and Fergie, lend their voices to this doggone funny comedy starring
the world's most lovable Great Dane. When Marmaduke (Wilson) moves to a
new neighborhood with his family, the super-sized teenage dog soon discovers
he just doesn't fit in - literally! But, with the help of his best pal Carlos the Cat
(Lopez) and some newfound four-legged friends, Marmaduke may just get out
of the doghouse, fall in love, and surf off into the sunset. Fox
The Simpsons Season 13 Talk about lucky! Season 13 of The Simpsons arrives
on Blu-ray and DVD with 22 hilarious episodes and tons of fun-filled extras. So
grab a donut and pull up a couch to see Lisa becoming a Buddhist, Bart living in
a plastic bubble, Homer doing community service (which lands him in the
electric chair) and the Simpsons offending the entire nation of Brazil, plus your
favorite couch gags and a slew of celebrity guest voices! Disc 1 includes the
following episodes: "Treehouse of Horror XII," "The Parent Rap," "Homer the
Moe," "A Hunka Hunka Burns in Love" and "The Blunder Years." Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "She of Little Faith," "Brawl in the Family,"
"Sweets and Sour Marge," "Jaws Wired Shut," "Half-Decent Proposal" and "The
Bart Wants What it Wants." Disc 3 ncludes the following episodes: "The Latest
Gun in the West," "The Old Man and the Key," "Tales from the Public Domain,"
"Blame It On Lisa," "Weekend at Burnsie's" and "Gump Roast." Disc 4 includes
the following episodes: "I Am Furious Yellow," "The Sweetest Apu," "Little Girl
in the Big Ten," "The Frying Game" and "Poppa's Got a Brand New Badge."
Fox
Denise Austin: Hot Body Yoga Fitness superstar Denise Austin shares two yoga
programs expressly designed to build core strength and burn fat at the same
time. Both are suitable for beginners and experienced yoga enthusiasts alike.
The Yoga Fit exercise sequence incorporates traditional poses and stretching
exercises. Yoga Sculpt offers a more intense routine, utilizing hand weights for
an even more invigorating, fat-shedding workout. Lionsgate
Billy Blanks Jr. Dance with Me: Cardio Fit Fitness wizard Billy Blanks Jr.
brings the beat and quick-stepping energy to a new level with three exciting,
calorie-burning dance fitness routines designed to make getting in shape as
much fun as a trip to the disco. Billy and his wife, Sharon, demonstrate cardio
routines designed to work for all ages, weights and fitness levels. The program
includes exercises based on hip-hop-, country- and Bollywood-style dance
moves. Lionsgate
Prime Time Crime A Collection Of Action-Packed TV Episodes, TV shows that
include "21 Jump Street", "Wiseguy", "Hunter", "Silk Stalkings" and "The
Commish". This 10 DVD set includes highlights from these and several more
landmark television series, but what makes this collection truly valuable is the
inclusion of 4 complete series that have Never Been Released. Broken Badges,
Palace Guards, UNSUB & Missing Persons. This incredible 54 episode
collection features some of the greatest moments from TV's most popular crime
dramas as well as big-name stars including Michael Chiklis, Fred Dryer, Jeff
Goldblum, Ken Wahl, William Katt, Miguel Ferrer, Michael Dudikoff and
Johnny Depp. Featuring 42 episodes from 4 previously unreleased series:
including 12 fan-favorite episodes: Wiseguy - Pilot - Parts 1 & 2, The Commish
- "Suffer the Children" - Parts 1 & 2, Hunter - "Hot Pursuit" - Parts 1 & 2,
Cobra - "The Gnome" , Greatest American Hero - "My Heroes Have Always
Been Cowboys" Tenspeed & Brown Shoe - "Savage Says: There's No Free
Lunch", Silk Stalkings - "To Serve and Protect" 21 Jump Street - "La Bizca",
Booker - "Father's Day" Mill Creek
Place Out Of Time: The Bordentown School Ironically, although the Supreme
Court's 1955 Brown v. Board of Education decision embodied a massive leap
forward in the crusade for human rights, racial integration and equality, it had at
least one unforeseen drawback: it resulted in the immediate closure of a
remarkable institution known as the Bordentown School. Located in
Bordentown, New Jersey, this educational institution taught values,
self-discipline and life skills to African American children of many generations.
As produced by Hudson West Productions and originally aired on PBS, the
documentary Place Out Of Time carries audiences inside of the Bordentown
School for a look at its many remarkable accomplishments. PBS
Harp Dreams Actress Blythe Danner narrates this intimate documentary look at
the struggles and challenges that belie young harpists' quests for recognition as
world-class musicians. The film hones in on 31 of the most acclaimed harpists
in the world, who in 2007 gathered for 15 days at the Indiana University Jacobs
School of music, to vie with one another in the USA International Harp
Competition, an event held every three years. The rewards associated with
winning the competition are staggering: a cash prize of several thousand dollars;
a handcrafted Lyon-and-Healy concert harp; an elite recording contract; and
concert premieres in London and New York. Suzanne Schwabs directs, initially
shuttling her focus back and forth between intimate events from the lives of the
competitors, such as a birthday party in Moscow and a Parisian private lesson.
The remainder of the film then observes the competition itself, and the events
leading up to announcement of the winners. PBS
Seeing, Searching, Being William Segal Acclaimed filmmaker Ken Burns
directs this engrossing documentary trilogy about the life and work of writer,
philosopher, painter and publisher William Segal, a lifelong student of Eastern
thought and Western spiritual traditions. The first film in the series shadows
Segal in his home art studio; the second follows him to the Vézelay basilica in
France; the third accompanies him on the streets of Paris as he prepares for a
gallery exhibition. PBS
Breakfast Special Breakfast is the star of the show -- in addition to being the
most important meal of the day -- in this road-tripping documentary that takes
hungry viewers to some of the best early-morning eating spots in the country.
Highlights include tastes of authentic Cuban dishes in Florida, deep-fried
servings of meaty Scotch eggs in Oregon and heaping portions of traditional
Southern grits in North Carolina. PBS
Addicted to Her Love Jonah Brand (John Patrick Amedori) isn't necessarily the
type of guy who would interest ultra-hot Sara Weller (Lizzy Caplan). But when
she and her friends find out he works at a pharmacy, they charm him into their
circle and gain his trust with manipulative fawning. Jonah knows he's playing
with danger, but it's tough to resist the game. Daryl Hannah and D.J. Cotrona
co-star in this grizzly tale of addiction and obsession. Barnholtz
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Sons of Anarchy Season 2 Hang on for this high-octane thrill ride that goes even
deeper into the gritty world of an outlaw biker gang! Reeling from the combined
pressure of an ATF crackdown and an unprovoked murder, the Sons face a far
more deadly threat from a cold-blooded enemy who will stop at nothing to drive
them out of Charming-for good. As Jax and Clay square off over questions of
leadership and loyalty, lines are drawn and chaos reigns as the club threatens to
destroy itself-from the inside out. In the second season of this hit series set in
California, Charlie Hunnam returns as Jax Teller, a father torn between devotion to
his young child and loyalty to his vigilante biker gang, the Sons of Anarchy. As
Jax's parents (Katey Sagal and Ron Perlman) lead the gang deeper into violence,
the club encounters new foes, including white supremacist Ethan Zobelle (Adam
Arkin) and deadly rival A.J. Weston (Henry Rollins). Fox
The Next Hit Hip-hop can be a dangerous game particularly if a record company
decides to boost sales by putting out a murder contract on its biggest star.
Unfortunately for rapper Rod (Fredro Starr) and his girlfriend (Lark Voorhies),
they're stuck in the middle of it. The cutthroat music industry shenanigans begin in
the flashy world of Miami's South Beach and continue until a war is ignited
between the nation's major hip-hop empires. Barnholtz
American Cowslip: A Redneck Comedy An agoraphobic heroin addict seeks
redemption by growing the rare and beautiful flower that will help him win the
town's Garden of the Year contest in this off-beat black comedy featuring Rip
Torn, Val Kilmer, Bruce Dern, and Cloris Leachman. Ethan Inglebrink (Ronnie
Gene Blevins) lives in a homogeneous California town where nothing ever
happens. A misfit clad in a powder-blue tux, he's convinced his poker buddies and
surrogate moms Roe (Diane Ladd), Sandy (Leachman), and Lou Anne (Lin Shaye)
that he's a diabetic, and his needles are for insulin rather than heroin. His next-door
neighbor is his landlord and former high school football coach Trevor O'Hart
(Torn), who wants nothing more than to kick Ethan out on the street. Complicating
matters even further is that fact that Ethan's older brother Todd (Kilmer), the local
sheriff, is convinced that his brother can only be saved by an act of God, and
recruits the family priest (Peter Falk) to get the job done. Meanwhile, as the
Garden of the Year competition draws near, Ethan becomes convinced that he can
take the 10,000-dollar top prize and pay off his delinquent rent if he can just grow
the perfect American Cowslip. Little does Ethan realize that salvation may lie not
in the money he could win for growing a rare flower, but with the kind
companionship and understanding offered by his 17-year-old neighbor Georgia
(Hanna Hall), who longs to escape her abusive father. Barnholtz
A Sense of Wonder Groundbreaking environmentalist Rachel Carson published her
revolutionary tome Silent Spring in 1962, a mere two years before her death from
cancer at the relatively young age of 56. In the interim, Carson - who sustained a
reputation as a deliberately private and reclusive woman - was forced into an
uncomfortable public role as a critic of the use of carcinogenic pesticides. This
deeply intimate documentary finds the woman reacting with a mixture of anger
and drollness to the attacks against her by the press, the United States government
and various chemical producers. Special features include "A Visit with Roger," "A
Visit with Stewart Udall," and a segment titled "Lessons from Carson and
Challenges Ahead." PBS
The New Recruits Is charging poor people for food, medicine, and shelter the key
to ending world poverty? Find out with The New Recruits, a battalion of jet-setting
idealists who journey to the world's most volatile and war-torn regions to effect
social change through business acumen PBS
Secrets To Love Do you wonder what happened to that Leave It to Beaver fantasy?
For some people, marriage brings a cold dose of reality. The fantasy dissolves
away and we are stuck asking ourselves how can we have a relationship that is
healthy and happy like we envisioned? In Secrets to Love: A Journey to Find the
Happily Ever After, Director Tracie Donahue searches for the answers to finding
(and maintaining) a healthy, happy love, by asking real couples and relationship
experts the most important questions. What draws us to people? How has marriage
changed over the years and what does that mean for us today? Do certain
communication patterns contribute to the breakdown of relationships? How do
skills such as empathy contribute to a healthy, functioning relationship and can
these skills be taught? This is a film about how real couples learned to get the
marriage and relationship they hoped for. It all starts at home but if applied
globally, just think where it could lead? PBS
Sutures A group of longtime friends converge on a fatal course with destiny when
they cross paths with Alexander Tatum, a mercenary surgeon. He is a hunter with
the keen skill of one who has also been hunted. Prey turned predator. The victims
quickly realize that Alexander is just the beginning of their problems, as they find
themselves enmeshed in a fight for survival against a sociopath business man and
his demonic staff, who will stop at nothing to prevail in the sale of Black Market
Body Parts. MTI
Say Goodnight Overflowing with bad advice, intimate stumbling, and the raunchy
humor guys think women don t know goes on behind their back, three guys tell a
friend stories of how they met the loves of their lives, and how they managed to
completely screw it up. With a young, hot ensemble cast starring Aaron Paul
(Breaking Bad), Carly Pope, Shannon Lucio, Smith Cho, Rob Benedict, David
Monahan and Christopher Gessner, Say Goodnight takes you on a pulsating ride
through everything we love, hate - and love again - about sex and dating. MTI
The Wounded Platoon The municipality of Colorado Springs, Colorado - an
apparently charming community situated about an hour south of Denver - might
seem an unlikely source of mass tumult. But the city in fact bears a dark
connection to the Iraq War of the early 21st Century. A U.S. Army base called Fort
Carson is situated in the immediate vicinity , and witnessed the suicides of 36
servicemen and 11 homicides during the Iraq War period. And nearly all of those
slayings emerged from the same U.S.A.F. unit: Third Platoon, Charlie Company,
1st Battalion of the 506th Infantry. But what events transpired in this unit to
account for such horrors? As produced for the groundbreaking WGBH series
Frontline and originally aired on PBS, this documentary program concurrently
relays the horrifying tale of this drug and alcohol-riddled platoon, and asks
unflinching, incisive questions about the mental, emotional and psychological
impact of the Iraq War on ordinary young Americans - questions which lead to the
inescapable conclusion that post-traumatic stress and repeat military tours of duty
may returning an entire generation of servicemen to the homefront as deeply
confused and tortured instruments of destruction. PBS

